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1 1. INTRODUCTION

Whereas Q�switched lasers are able to produce long
high�energy pulses [1, 2], the mode locking technique
is better suited for the generation of ultrashort optical
pulses, whose durations typically range from tens of
femtoseconds to a few picoseconds, although longer
durations are not excluded [3–5]. Because of their
ability to generate pulse trains at several wavelengths
simultaneously, multiple�wavelength mode�locked
fiber lasers are attractive sources for several applica�
tions including Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM) transmissions, signal processing, or sensing.
In particular, multiple�wavelength operation of
actively mode�locked fiber lasers was demonstrated,
including in the cavity comb�like filtering elements
like a Fabry–Perot filter [6], cascaded or superim�
posed fiber Bragg gratings [7–12], a birefringent Sag�
nac interferometer or a piece of birefringent fiber in
combination with polarizers [13, 14]. Besides the
choice of the optical filter, a fundamental parameter
that affects the spectral behavior of the laser is the
nature of the amplifying medium [15]. Hence, in
erbium�doped fiber lasers, contrary to semiconductor
optical amplifier (SOA) based lasers [16], an issue is
the homogeneous broadening of the gain medium,
which triggers gain competition and makes it difficult
to maintain lasing at different wavelengths simulta�
neously. Solutions to counteract gain competition
have been found however, although some of them are
difficult to implement or expensive, like the use of

1 The article is published in the original.

multiple amplifiers in the laser [7, 12] or cooling the
system down to cryogenic temperatures in order to
reduce the gain homogeneous bandwidth [17]. Fortu�
nately, some much more practical solutions have been
proposed, like the use of spatial hole burning [18] or
polarization hole burning [19] in the doped fiber, fre�
quency shifting [6], reduction of temporal overlap
between different wavelengths in the amplifier [11, 20]
or the use of nonlinearities in fibers to introduce an
intensity�limiting effect, like four wave mixing [21],
nonlinear polarization rotation [22] or Stimulated
Brillouin scattering [23]. An additional issue is the
synchronization of pulse trains at different wave�
lengths with the reference signal, which is not trivial in
presence of fiber dispersion [10, 21, 24].

A clear advantage of actively mode�locked fiber
lasers is their ability to generate pulse trains at well
defined (and usually high) repetition rates, thanks to
the use of an external oscillator. Therefore they are
more attractive than passively mode�locked lasers for
some applications like optical transmissions. For other
applications however, the use of passively mode�
locked sources, which do not require such an external
reference, usually means a substantial economy. As a
consequence, research on passively mode�locked fiber
lasers remains very active today, benefiting in particu�
lar from the introduction of novel technologies, like
for example carbon nanotubes [25, 26] and bismuth�
based fibers [26, 27]. For this reason, it may appear
surprising that relatively few references can be found
on dual�wavelength passively mode�locked fiber lasers
[28–35]. In [29], dual�wavelength pulsed operation
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was obtained at the price of a precise equalization of
the losses for the two wavelengths. It seems that the
lack of interest for developing multiple wavelength
passively mode�locked sources may find a partial
explanation in the common belief that gain competi�
tion makes it difficult and pricy to get a stable opera�
tion of these lasers in which two or more wavelengths
oscillate simultaneously.

In this paper, we study numerically a passively
mode�locked figure�eight fiber laser including a dou�
ble�bandpass filter, and present results that tend to
demonstrate that dual�wavelength operation of this
laser may be at least as easy to obtain as single�wave�
length operation, thanks to the operation of the filter
and of the nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM).

2. MODEL

The laser under study is shown in Fig. 1. It is a fig�
ure�eight scheme, including a ring section (left) and a
Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirror (NOLM, on the
right), which is responsible for mode locking [36]. Its
total length is 7 m. The dispersion and nonlinear Kerr
coefficient of all pieces of fiber considered in the
numerical study are D = 17 ps nm–1 km–1 and γ =
1.5 W–1 km–1 (for linear polarization), respectively.
The ring section includes a 3�m long Erbium�doped
fiber (EDF) amplifier, whose gain is assumed to be
homogeneously broadened. The ring section also
includes an isolator, a 90/10 output coupler and a dou�
ble Gaussian bandpass filter with wavelength separa�
tion Δλ (e.g., two superposed fiber Bragg gratings
inserted through a circulator). The pigtails of these
components were accounted for by including a 1�m
piece of standard fiber at the NOLM input. Contrary
to conventional, power�asymmetric schemes [37], the
NOLM operates through nonlinear polarization rota�
tion (NPR) instead of self�phase modulation. It
includes a 50/50 coupler, a 3�m piece of twisted stan�

dard fiber (twist = 3 turns/m, which is used to reduce
the effects of residual fiber birefringence) and a quar�
ter�wave retarder (QWR) inserted asymmetrically in
the loop. Although the device is power�symmetric, it is
polarization�imbalanced through the QWR. As NPR
depends on light polarization, it provides a mecha�
nism for switching even when the counter�propagating
beams have equal powers. This NOLM was first pro�
posed in [38], and its capabilities have been analyzed
both theoretically [39] and experimentally [40], show�
ing in particular the flexibility of its transmission char�
acteristic, which can be adjusted through QWR orien�
tation and input polarization selection. In particular,
the QWR angle α allows adjusting the low�power
NOLM transmission. In this work, polarization at the
NOLM input is assumed to be linear (this can be easily
implemented in practice using a polarization control�
ler and a polarizer at the NOLM input). In this case,
the NOLM switching power can be adjusted through
the angle ψ of input polarization [39, 40]. In this
numerical study, the angle α was adjusted to have a
small though nonzero low�power NOLM transmis�
sion of ~0.05 (for proper mode locking, low�power
transmission should be small yet different from zero,
so that the laser oscillation can initiate from low�
power noise). The NOLM input polarization angle ψ
is set to 45° with respect to the QWR axes, yielding a
circularly polarized counter�clockwise beam and,
with the fiber parameters mentioned above, a minimal
switching power of ~4000 W.

The operation of the laser is studied through
numerical simulations. Propagation is modeled
thanks to a set of two coupled nonlinear Schrödinger
equations, which are integrated using the Split–Step
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the laser under study. EDF: erbium�doped fiber.
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Fourier (SSF) method. In the circular polarization
basis [C+, C–], these equations write as [41]

(1)

where C+ and C– are the circular right and left polar�
ization components, respectively. The first two right�
hand terms of Eq. (1) are dispersive and Kerr nonlin�
ear terms (the latter including self�and cross�phase
modulation). The third terms are gain terms, which
are considered only for integration over the gain sec�
tion. The coefficient g is the gain per unit length. Here
g is assumed to be constant across the doped fiber, and
saturates on the pulse energy Ep as

(2)

where g0 is the small�signal gain and Esat is the satura�
tion energy. For the simulations presented here, we use
g0 = 1333/m and Esat values range between 0.03 and
0.20 nJ. The spectral dependence of gain is not consid�
ered, as its bandwidth is assumed to be larger than the
bandwidth of the filters. For the double�bandwidth fil�
ter, the following power spectral transmission was
used:
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The values of the full�width at half maximum
(FWHM) filter bandwidth δλFWHM and wavelength
separation Δλ = λ2 – λ1 were the parameters of simu�
lation. The parameter ε < 1 was introduced to simulate
a difference of cavity losses between λ1 and λ2 (ε = 0
for balanced losses). Finally, the twist�induced group�
velocity mismatch between circular polarization com�
ponents, as well as higher�order effects like the Raman
self�frequency shift and third�order dispersion were
not accounted for, as it was observed that they have no
noticeable effect on the results for the parameters used
in the simulations.

For each set of laser parameters, a small�amplitude
Gaussian noise is chosen as the initial signal. This sig�
nal is propagated over several cycles, and we observe
whether a steady�state can be reached or not after a
finite number of integration cycles.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although a strict�sense convergence is not
obtained for some sets of simulation parameters, a rel�
atively stable pulsing behavior was generally obtained
in regime, although substantial amplitude fluctuations
remain in some cases. The nature of the pulses strongly
depends on the filter properties, however in a large
majority of situations a dual�wavelength pulsed opera�
tion of the laser is readily observed.

Figure 2 presents simulation results for Δλ =
20 nm, δλFWHM = 2.4 nm and ε = 0. Two temporally
separated pulses are obtained in regime, one with a
spectrum centered at λ1 and the other one at λ2. The
pulses have nearly the same amplitude with a FWHM
duration = 1.6 ps and a FWHM bandwidth of 2 nm.
This corresponds to a time�bandwidth product of
0.42, showing that the pulses are slightly chirped
(assuming a squared sech profile). Due to anomalous
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Fig. 2. (a) Temporal profile and (b) optical spectrum of the laser output signal for Δλ = 20 nm, δλFWHM = 2.4 nm, and ε = 0.
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cavity dispersion and the large wavelength difference,
these pulses are unsynchronized, i.e., their temporal
separation increases monotonically with successive
round�trips (walkoff). Apart from this walkoff, the
pulses are found to be stable in regime, maintaining
indefinitely roughly equal amplitudes.

The stability of unsynchronized dual�wavelength
pulsed operation against single�wavelength pulsing in
the previous example can be explained as follows. The
mode of operation of the laser that eventually prevails
is determined by the balance between two effects.
First, the NOLM saturable absorber action introduces
higher cavity losses for low�intensity components of
the optical signal. Therefore, the NOLM favors a
mode of operation in which all available energy is con�
centrated in one single pulse, for which the peak power
is higher and which suffers lower losses than in the case
of two nearly equal pulses. This is valid as far as the
pulse peak power at the NOLM input remains well
below the NOLM switching power (which guarantees
that the NOLM acts as saturable absorber and not as
intensity limiter). Considering the very large NOLM
switching power in comparison with the pulse peak
power values obtained in these results (at the NOLM
input, where peak power is ~9 times the value at the
laser output, see Fig. 1), this criterion is clearly met.
The second key effect is the intracavity loss generated
by the double�bandpass filter. In the anomalous�dis�
persive nonlinear (solitonic) regime, a high�energy
single pulse is temporally shorter, and thus spectrally
broader than two lower�energy pulses. Therefore, the
former will suffer higher losses through the bandpass
filter. As a result, the double�bandpass filter favors the
coexistence of two pulses, one at λ1 and the other one
at λ2, with nearly equal amplitudes so as to minimize
the losses through the filter. In the case of Fig. 2, where
the filter bandwidth is relatively narrow, the signal
spectrum tends to fill all the available bandwidth (see

Fig. 2b, where the dashed curve materializes the filter
spectrum), and any spectral widening of the signal
dramatically increases the losses through the filter. In
this case, the filtering effect tends to dominate over the
NOLM effect, and the laser operates in the dual�wave�
length asynchronous pulsed regime.

In practice, intracavity losses can vary substantially
with wavelength, causing the pulses at λ1 and λ2 to suf�
fer unequal losses through the cavity, which in turn
could affect the dual�wavelength operation. In order
to assess the stability of dual�wavelength lasing against
such a loss difference, we repeated the simulation of
Fig. 2 with the same filter parameters, except that we
now chose ε = 0.1. Figure 3 shows that this substantial
loss difference does not affect severely the dual�wave�
length pulsing. In particular, the pulses conserve
nearly equal amplitudes in this case. This result is
remarkable and demonstrates the outstanding stabiliz�
ing capabilities of the dual filter in the mode�locked
regime. In comparison, in the continuous�wave
regime of fiber lasers, due to homogeneous broadening
of the gain medium, dual�wavelength operation often
requires careful intracavity loss adjustments [42–44].
For example, it was shown experimentally that, for
stable dual�wavelength operation of a continuous�
wave erbium�doped fiber laser, the tolerance on the
loss difference between both wavelengths is as small as
~1% [45].

In order to confirm the key role of filter losses in
stabilizing asynchronous dual�wavelength operation,
we increased significantly the filter bandwidth
(δλFWHM = 6 nm). In this case, again with Δλ = 20 nm,
and even assuming balanced cavity losses (ε = 0), a
single pulse at only one wavelength (either λ1 or λ2)
was found in regime (Fig. 4). Indeed, in this case the
wide available optical bandwidth can hardly impose
any substantial loss on the pulse, whose spectrum is
now narrower than the filter (see Fig. 4b). Under such
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Fig. 3. (a) Temporal profile and (b) optical spectrum of the laser output signal for Δλ = 20 nm, δλFWHM = 2.4 nm, and ε = 0.1.
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circumstances, the NOLM prevails in determining the
laser operation and a single�wavelength single pulse is
obtained.

Symmetrically, we analyzed the effect of narrowing
the filter bandwidth (see Fig. 5, for δλFWHM = 0.5 nm,
Δλ = 20 nm, and ε = 0). In this case, two�wavelength
operation reappears, although the energy distribution
between the two wavelengths tends to be largely imbal�
anced and unstable. In the temporal domain, it is
noticeable that two asynchronous pulses are no longer
formed, but instead a single large (~6�ps) pulse, mod�
ulated in amplitude by the beat tone corresponding to
the frequency difference between its two spectral com�
ponents. The large pulse duration is related to the very
narrow filter bandwidth. Synchronism is obtained as a

consequence of nonlinear cross�phase modulation
(XPM) between the two wavelengths, which opposes
the dispersion�induced walkoff [41]. Although the
wavelength separation is still as large as previously, a
larger pulse duration and higher peak power allow
XPM to counteract the walkoff, avoiding that the two
wavelength components be pulled apart.

Synchronous double�wavelength pulsed operation
can be better illustrated and understood with the fol�
lowing example. Here we assume Δλ = 4 nm,
δλFWHM = 1 nm and ε = 0 (Fig. 6). Due to reduced
wavelength separation, the dispersion�induced
walkoff is smaller and is easily compensated by XPM
in this ~5 ps pulse. Again, the beat tone at the fre�
quency difference between the two spectral compo�
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nents modulates the pulse profile. In this case however,
it is noteworthy that both spectral contributions are
nearly equal (yielding a 100% modulation depth in the
time domain). In the synchronous case, it is not clear
whether the filter favors single� or dual�wavelength
operation. In contrast, the role of the NOLM is clear,
and opposite to the synchronous case. Indeed, let us
consider a single�wavelength pulse having the same
energy (determined by gain saturation energy) and
duration (limited by filter bandwidth) as the actual
dual�wavelength pulse. This pulse is shown in Fig. 6a,
dashed line. It appears that the peak power of this sin�
gle�wavelength pulse is about half that of the dual�
wavelength synchronous waveform. As a consequence,
transmission through the NOLM is smaller for this
pulse than for the dual�wavelength one. Therefore, in

the synchronous case, the NOLM saturable absorber
action favors dual�wavelength operation, contrary to
the asynchronous case. Besides, the peak power of the
dual�wavelength pulse (and thus the NOLM transmis�
sion) is maximal when the modulation depth of the
beat tone is 100%, i.e., when spectral contributions at
both wavelengths are equal, which ensures a balanced
energy repartition between the two wavelengths.
Again, the robustness of this mode of operation against
cavity loss differences was demonstrated by repeating
the simulation with ε = 0.1 (results shown in Fig. 7).
Note that, once more, the values of pulse peak power
at the NOLM input in all cases remains well below the
NOLM switching power, so that the NOLM action is
never intensity�limiting.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we performed a numerical study of
an Erbium�doped figure�eight fiber laser including a
double�bandpass filter for the generation of ultrashort
pulses at two wavelengths simultaneously. Simulations
were carried out for various values of wavelength sepa�
ration and bandwidth of the filter transmission win�
dows. In most cases, dual�wavelength pulsed opera�
tion is observed, either synchronous or asynchronous,
with a rather symmetric repartition of energy between
the two wavelengths. The mechanism allowing dual�
wavelength pulsing to prevail over single�wavelength
operation is found to be the filter losses in the asyn�
chronous case, and the NOLM saturable absorber
action in the synchronous case. Single�wavelength
operation was only observed in the asynchronous case,
when the filter bandwidth is large compared to the sig�
nal bandwidth, causing no substantial losses on the
pulse. Asynchronous dual pulsing is caused by fiber
dispersion, which is responsible for a group velocity
difference between pulses at different wavelengths,
creating a walkoff that increases monotonically with
successive round�trips. For moderate values of the
wavelength difference however, this dispersion�
induced walkoff can be compensated by XPM, the
faster pulse tending to accelerate the slower one and
conversely. In this case, synchronous dual�wavelength
operation is observed, and the pulse envelope is ampli�
tude�modulated at the beat frequency. Finally, these
results also show that dual�wavelength operation is
robust against a spectral dependence of cavity losses,
and therefore does not require a precise cavity loss
adjustment between the two wavelengths. Indeed, a
difference as high as 10% does not significantly alter
dual�wavelength operation nor the energy balance
between the two wavelengths. These results can be use�
ful to cast a new light on the problem of designing mul�
tiple�wavelength passively mode�locked lasers, which
are useful for a wide range of applications.
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